Severe Sepsis supports a higher risk of mortality than sepsis alone. Medicare risk adjusted mortality is based only on diagnoses that are Present on Admission (POA). Don't undervalue your care by omitting Severe Sepsis on the H&P when the criteria are met.
Indicator
Clinical Criteria Sepsis-3, SOFA Severe Sepsis (2016) 1 Sepsis-2, Severe Sepsis (2012) 2
Definition of Sepsis
A life-threatening organ dysfunction (not failure) caused by a dysregulated host response to infection.
Sepsis:
Infection, suspected or documented, with systemic manifestations of infection due to the infectious process. Severe sepsis: plus sepsis-induced organ dysfunction or tissue hypoperfusion
Scoring Methodology
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment Score (SOFA). Acute change of > 2 SOFA points due to the infectious processassociated with in-hospital mortality > 10%. 
